
Rain-resistant mobile phone holder for bicycles and scooters
SKU: TEERIDEHOLDIMP

Even in the rain, you can use your smartphone on a bicycle or scooter with this holder and
its transparent touch cover.

PHONE STAYS STABLE ON THE HANDLEBARS

This rain-resistant mobile holder is designed to secure your Apple, Samsung, Huawei, Xiaomi or other brand smartphone to the
handlebars of a bicycle or scooter while keeping it dry. Open the zip on the case holder and conveniently, quickly and safely
store your device.

Thanks to a plastic hook, your mobile is always ready to attach to and use on the handlebars.  Stability is assured and
annoying vibrations on dirt roads or city cobblestones will be minimised.

If needed, you can use the included sponge padding. This way, the smartphone will remain even more stable in the holder,
facilitating its alignment with transparent touch cover.

RAIN-RESISTANT*

This waterproof rubber case has a plastic film layer that protects your smartphone from splashing  while letting you
answer calls or use the touch screen.  This way, you can get around carefree on your bicycle, E-Bike or scooter even if it starts
to rain.

ADJUSTABLE AND REMOVABLE

With 360° adjustability, this accessory lets you to place your smartphone in any direction on the handlebars. By detaching it
from its hook, the holder can also be used as a normal rain-resistant case  to protect your device from splashing. Allows
constant optimal use of your device



*Not made for full immersion in water. Protects against splashing only.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:

suitable for smartphones up to 6.7 inches
rain-resistant
minimises vibrations
detachable case
360° adjustability
attaches to the handlebars of bicycles, E-Bikes or scooters



Rain-resistant mobile phone holder for bicycles and scooters
SKU: TEERIDEHOLDIMP

Technical data
Coupling mode: handlebars  
EAN: 8018417324147  
SKU: TEERIDEHOLDIMP  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 68 mm  
Width Pack: 118 mm  
Depth Inner: 410 mm  
Height Pack: 220 mm  
Weight Pack: 220 g  
Width Inner: 250 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 490 mm  
Height Inner: 120 mm  
Weight Inner: 1430 g  
Width Master: 430 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 290 mm  
Weight Master: 6405 g  
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